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“BOOM”! We can almost feel the whole school shake. We hear a big explosion in the

theatre room coming from the science lab and we all rush down the hall leading up to the science

room. We see a big hole in the wall and smoke coming from the science lab. We see kids walking

out of the science room with smoke all over their faces and clothes. “Ok, who let off that

explosion?” the science teacher says with an angry face. Everyone doesn’t answer and just start

muttering to themselves. No one knows who did it. “Since everyone wants to act like they don’t

know, everyone is getting penalized for it.” says the science teacher. Everyone groans and is very

angry that everyone has to take the blame for the explosion in the science room.

All of the students start walking away and I come across this clear bottle and it has blue

stains all over it. I pick it up because this can possibly be the reason why there was an explosion

in the science room. While walking back to the theatre room, while the school calls the

construction company I read the back of the bottle one of the ingredients says azidoazide azide.

Obviously this person made this chemical and put some azidoazide azide in it enough to make

that huge hole in the wall but not enough to blow the whole school up and kill everyone in it.

This had to be planned, I don’t think it was an accident.

I go home and examine all the chemicals in it because there was a little bit left just for me

to see what was all in it. I had to be extra careful because azidoazide azide is a highly explosive

chemical. This person had enough chemicals with the right amount of everything to do the



damage they wanted to the school. The next day at school I went to the main office to speak to

the principal about it and he was relieved I found the bottle, knew what was in it, and how it

happened. They just needed to know who would do such a thing. They brought a lot of kids in

for questioning that day and pulling them out of class to catch the person that did it.

A lot of people were saying that the 2 people they saw walking around with a clear bottle

in the classroom were David and Cameron. Those were the two suspects the school were

questioning the most. Cameron said the reasoning for him having the bottle he had in the

classroom is because it was filled with Gatorade, he gets very thirsty in class so he just wanted to

bring something for him to sip on during class periods. His story seemed very believable to the

principal and the staff members. Next was David and he said his reasoning was it was just

random chemicals he was putting together in the science lab for a project. In his story he claims

there were no explosive chemicals in the bottle at all.

The schools go through investigation in Davids and also Cameron’s locker just to find

any chemicals they may have had to see if they are really telling the truth. They had police with

the company of their dogs come to the school to do a smell test because in the bottle that was the

reasoning for the explosion it had a really strong smell in it. They went to both of their lockers

and also looked through their bookbags. They had both of their parents come up to the school to

talk to them about the situation and why they were under investigation because whoever did it

can get into serious trouble for this. They will not only have to pay for the damages to the school

but the student will also have to be expelled from school because someone could have seriously

gotten hurt.

The next day the school questioned David and Cameron one more time to get one of them

to tell the truth before the school took a look at the camera’s and they both tell their same stories



and go with their same alibis. The school really didn’t have any other suspects to go by because

everyone named and or blamed David or Cameron for the school’s explosion. The school takes a

look at the camera  and sees me. I am the reason for the explosion. The way that I did it is I made

the explosion the exact same day, I knew exactly what was in it, and I knew that David was

working on a science project that showed colors and he had to have clear bottles. Cameron

always shows up to school with a blue Gatorade, so of course I had to turn it into a blue color.

Before I had to go to my theatre class I planted it into the science lab, left before the next

period started and put a timer in there so I knew when it was going to go off. I got rid of all the

evidence after school and left all my chemicals at home. When the school found out I was asked

to come down to the office and they showed me the video. I got my parents called up there and

got expelled from school the same day. I am obsessed with explosive chemicals and I’ve always

set things off at home, so I wanted to try it out at school and set that one off.

No one noticed the blue stains on my hands until the day I got called down to the office.

They stay on your hands for at least a week and start to fade away. David and Cameron got off

the hook and the school finished building the wall. They took away all my chemicals and now

I’m in alternative school and not allowed in regular science classes. It really took them by

surprise because no one expected it to be me, but now people know it could sometimes be

unexpected.


